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A JIANTJSCBIPT TREATISE ON THE COINAGE BY JOHN PBYSE, 1 5 5 8 .

MY attention was drawn to the existence of this treatise in the
library of New College, Oxford (MS. 317, iii.), by a note in Wood's
* Athenae.' I desire to express my sense of the very great kind-
ness of the authorities of the college who allowed me the fullest
facilities for examining it.

The author of the treatise is John Pryse, whom we may fairly,
though not certainly, assume to be Sir John Price,1 or Ap Rice, of
the Priory, Brecon, the well-known civilian and visitor of the
monasteries. In the course of the manuscript he mentions that he
has written a larger treatise on the currency, but it has unfortunately
not been preserved- This shorter work consists of an address to
the queen, an exposition of general principles, a statement of the
evils of debasement and of the condition of the coinage in 1553, and
a careful consideration of the best means of reform. It is hoped to
deal separately with the detailed information which Pryse gives in
connexion with other evidence of the same kind, but his ' founda-
tions,' as he calls them, are best set out by themselves. They may
with advantage be compared with the speculations on economic
theory contained in the dialogue on ' The Common Weal of this
Realm of England' (1549, edited by Miss Lamond and Dr. Cun-
ningham).

W. A. J. ABCHBOLD.

Things to be taken for sure grounds about the restitution of the coin:
First: that like as no prince can set price of any wares to endure for

any rime, no more can he bring to pass that his coin shall be better
esteemed specially any loDg time, than the goodness of the metal that
the coin is made of doth require, because every realm must have traffic
with other, and metals have their prices set certain, one above an other in
their degrees through the whole world, as one portion of gold is worth
twelve times as much silver, one of silver is worth one hundred and forty
parts of tin and quicksilver, and of brass two hundred and twenty parts,
and of lead eight hundred parts and of iron one thousand two hundred
and eighty parts or therabout most commonly, but as the finer of every
sort of these is somewhat dearer than the rest, so are they all better
cheap, where they be digged, and where they be plentiful than elsewhere.
And albeit base coin of coarse metal hath for a season sometime been
reputed as good as fine silver, that was like as a man that taketh a
counterfeit groat as good as a true, or a counterfeit diamond for a true,
till he know it, and then esteemeth it as it is worthy. And if a prince
might value his money at his pleasure, then might he provide that there
should never be dearth of anything in his realm, but as the price of corn,
or other thing doth rise, he might rise likewise the price of his money.

Then it moat be confessed that money is the common measure of all
things that are vendible and like as one metal is esteemed by an other aa

1 Sea aa account ol *•"" in the Dictionary of Rational Biography.
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